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Temperate and Not Addicted 
Detailed Outline 

I. Introduction 

One of my professors—a wonderfully gifted man—was teaching about ecclesiology (the doctrine of 

the church). When he came to the qualifications for an elder and our texts he said, “And he doesn’t 

drink.” One of my classmates raised his hand and said, “Pardon me, professor, but I thought Paul 

said that he didn’t drink much.” Well, that did it, the professor went into a lengthy discourse on the 

evils of drink. I have to say, however, that in this particular instance I would have to agree with my 

classmate. There is a considerable difference between drinking too much and not drinking at all, 

and it would be difficult to prove Paul flatly forbade wine. 

II. We do get mixed signals from the Bible when we come to the subject of wine: 

A. There are ample texts that warn of the dangers of drinking wine. 

1. The first reference to wine in the Bible is found early in the Book of Genesis, where Noah 

planted a vineyard and had a little too much wine (Gen. 9:20–27). Thus, his nakedness was 

exposed and his sons had to cover him up. Surely he had too much wine. 

2. Later in Genesis (Gen. 19:30–38) Lot’s daughters used wine to dull their father’s senses, 

and thus to produce offspring by him in a sinful and shameful way.  

3. In Genesis 27:25, Jacob gave his father wine to impair his judgment, so that he might not 

recognize him as Jacob, so he would receive the blessing. 

4. In Leviticus 10 Aaron and his sons were forbidden to drink wine. I assume that this was 

because it would impair their ability to carry out their duties as priests. 

5. Proverbs 20:1 says, “Wine is a mocker, strong drink a brawler, and whoever is intoxicated 

by it is not wise.” In Proverbs 31:1–9 King Lemuel warns his sons not to let wine impair 

their judgment so that they might judge wisely and skillfully as they should. 

6. Ephesians 5:18 says are not to be drunk with wine, but filled with the Spirit. The 

implication is that each of those has the ability to control us, and it is better to be 

controlled by the Spirit than by “spirits.” 

B. But there are also texts that speak of wine in much more positive terms. 

1. In John chapter 2 Jesus creates wine from water—really good wine (John 2:9–10). 

2. In Matthew 11:18–19 and the parallel text in Luke 7:33–34, Jesus contrasts Himself with 

John the Baptist. John came neither eating bread nor drinking wine; Jesus came doing both. 

Jesus drank wine, while John did not. Surely Jesus was not sinning by doing so. 

3. In 1 Timothy 5:23 Paul encouraged Timothy to drink a little wine to help his digestion.  
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III. What are the principles that should guide us in our interpretation of our texts 

regarding elders and the use of wine? 

A. Scriptural principles 

1. In 1 Corinthians 8–10, Paul deals with the issue of foods that have been offered to idols. It 

seems that some of the problem was the overuse of wine at the Lord’s Table (1 Cor. 11:22). 

In chapters 9 and 10 Paul makes it clear that these saints lacked self-control. This explains 

their indulgence and its consequences. Consequently, Paul says that he brings his body 

under his control, like an athlete does to win a race (1 Cor. 9:24–27). In chapter 10 Paul 

goes on to show how a lack of self-control got the Israelites into much trouble. Self-control 

is a necessity for all the saints, and thus surely for their leaders. 

2. In 2 Timothy 1:7, Paul reminds Timothy that God has given His people the Spirit, who 

produces self-control, along with power and love. 

3. In Galatians 5:22–23, Paul speaks of self-control as one of the fruit of the Spirit, while self-

indulgence is a manifestation of the flesh. 

B. Temperance (and self-control) 

a. It isn’t just wine that can become addictive and controlling. Other things (like drugs— 

prescription and otherwise, painkillers, etc.) can gain a foothold in our lives, things that 

become addictive and lead to the abandonment of self-control and good judgment.  

b. The elder must be a man who is self-controlled rather than a man who is out of control in 

some areas of his life. 

c. [It is noteworthy, I believe, to observe that violence, being quarrelsome and quick-

tempered are mentioned in close proximity to the requirement regarding temperance in 

the use of wine. Overuse of wine weakens our judgment and our resistance to all kinds of 

fleshly desires and impulses. It can be a gateway to evil.] 

C. Consequences of lack of self-control: We learn how serious a lack of self-control can be 

by looking at what the Corinthians experienced because of their self-indulgence at the 

Lord’s Table (see 1 Corinthians 11:26–32). 

IV. So why should we be careful about the use of wine and other substances? 

A. Because we must be dependent on the Spirit, who energizes and controls us.  

B. The fruit of the Spirit is self-control, not self-indulgence. 

C. Because false teachers are often characterized by self-indulgence.  (Titus 1:12, 2 Peter 2) 

D. We need to exercise self-control in the area of wine, but this is only one of many areas where 

self-control is necessary, for elders and for all the saints. 

E. This qualification applies to many areas besides wine, in any area that can control us. 

 


